
LESSON 13: How do actions that people do support healing inside the body?
PREVIOUS LESSON We revisited our timeline and developed explanations for how healing happens based on each event we had listed. We came to consensus about how the

healing in the foot happened. We used what we had figured out about healing to see if we could explain any of our related phenomena.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

1 day

 

We share stories of healing and methods of healing from our communities. We explain how techniques that our
communities use to support healing do so and share these with our peers. We make a generalizable model of
healing.

NEXT LESSON We will apply what we have figured out about healing to explain a related phenomenon, growth of body parts and organisms. We will revisit the Driving
Question Board and discuss all of our questions that we have now answered which will lead us to revise our main question to include growth. We will reflect on
and celebrate our experiences in this unit and this year of OpenSciEd science.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS1-1, MS-LS1-2, MS-LS1-3*,
MS-LS1-8*

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

13.A Communicate scientific and/or technical information in writing and/or through oral presentations to identify common structures among
community healing methods that support the healing process for cells within systems and subsystems in the body (function).

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Many of the things people do to support healing are actually trying to assist the body’s cells doing their jobs!
A person could be healed, but that part of the body may function differently than before.



Lesson 13 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 15 min NAVIGATION: COMPARE HEALING STORIES AND METHODS
Students reflect on different ways we can support the healing process, then share out their ideas by
creating a class list.

A-B Home Learning: How do we support healing?, Methods that
Support Healing poster, markers

2 22 min HOW DO THESE METHODS SUPPORT THE HEALING PROCESS
Each group of students takes a different method from the class list to explain how it supports the
healing process.

C-F Supporting Healing with Different Methods, Peer Feedback
Self-Assessment, chart paper, markers, Word Wall

3 7 min REVISIT OUR DEFINITION OF HEALING
Add to our definition of healing to include the community supports for the healing process and how
healing doesn’t always mean returning to the same function as before.

G chart paper, marker

4 1 min NAVIGATION AND SELF-ASSESSMENT
Assign home learning where students reflect on the peer feedback from their
infographics/presentations.

H Lesson 13: Peer Feedback Self-Assessment

End of day 1



Lesson 13 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
Home Learning: How do we support healing?
Supporting Healing with Different Methods
Peer Feedback Self-Assessment
Lesson 13: Peer Feedback Self-Assessment

chart paper
markers

Methods that Support Healing poster
markers
Word Wall
chart paper
marker

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Create the posters with titles: Methods to Support Healing.

Be sure you have materials (e.g., blank piece of paper, sticky note, or note card) to revise the definition of healing on the Word Wall. Do not post the revised definition of healing until your class
has developed a shared understanding.



Lesson 13 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

This lesson brings us back to the anchoring phenomenon and healing story from Lesson 1. Students had many questions about the healing process related to what the doctor did or didn’t do to
support recovery. Now, students can connect what they have figured out about the role of cells in healing to what the members of their community do to support healing.

Where We Are NOT Going

This lesson will not go deeper into the mechanisms of supports for healing beyond that they facilitate growth of cells to fill the gap most easily.



15 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 13
1 · NAVIGATION: COMPARE HEALING STORIES AND METHODS
MATERIALS: science notebook, Home Learning: How do we support healing?, Methods that Support Healing poster, markers

Reflect on supports that help the healing process. Display slide A. Say, In the last lesson we figured out that the structures in our body are
working together to help the body heal. When we returned to our timeline of the original foot injury, we remembered that there were other things not
originally a part of the body, like the cast and pins, which doctors used to support the healing process. Last lesson, we had the opportunity through
home learning to think about some of the supports you and your family use to help heal an injury. Take a few minutes to review your responses and
prepare to share your story. If you have not written anything, take a few minutes to respond to the questions in your science notebook.

Have students take out their science notebooks and Home Learning: How do we support healing?. Briefly explain the instructions for Stand Up,
Hand Up, Pair Up. Give students about 8 minutes to mingle and compare healing stories with different partners. If questions come up during
their conversations, students should record those questions in their science notebooks.

Pause and honor the importance of sharing our different lived experiences as resources for our classroom. Say, Thank your last partner for
sharing with you, and thanks to you and your community for sharing all of your great ideas about healing. When we can hear from each different
voice in our classroom we are all able to move our thinking forward together.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

“Stand Up, Hand Up, Pair Up” is a Kagen strategy that works like this: When you say go, students stand up. They
roam around the room to find another person whose hand is also up (the first person they make eye contact
with), and go talk with that person. After they’ve shared their healing story, they both put their hands up again
to go find new partners (with someone else whose hand is also up again). Students continue mingling to find
partners as they’re ready (no set signal from the teacher to rotate).

Discuss and create a list of different healing methods. Display slide B. Bring the class together and create a list of different methods we can
use to support the healing process. Record all of the methods that students mention on the Methods that Support Healing paper.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are some things that people in our community have done to
support healing?

Answers will vary. Accept all answers.

Did any of the trusted members of your community explain why they
used these healing methods?

Answers will vary. Accept all answers.

Categorize the different methods of healing. Say, As you were describing all your community healing methods, I noticed that some of them
sounded kind of similar. Turn and Talk with your partner whether you see any healing methods that could be grouped together into one category.
Think about what you would title or label that category. Share out the different categories names/labels as a class.

On a separate piece of chart paper, record the group labels that the class creates.



22 min

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

Can anyone identify other methods of
healing that might be similar to these healing
methods?

Answers will vary.
Casts and pins might go together.

Bandaids, wraps, and stitches might go
together.

Soap and hand sanitizer might go together
with iodine, salt water, hydrogen peroxide.

Slings, taping fingers together, splints.

Applying heat, using ice, Icy Hot cream.

Massages and physical therapy.

Does anyone else want to add another
healing method to this group?

What's one example of a category that your
group identified?

Stabilizers
Supporters
Cleaners
Temporary helpers.
Aligners
Swelling Reducers

Did anyone else have a similar group with a
different name?

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

In the next section we are going to communicate information about how these community methods of healing
support the body in healing from injury. Students will not have had the experience in this unit to explain how
medicines work in healing. If students begin down this path, ask them to focus on what we have figured out
about the structures and systems of the body and how those are supported in healing.

2 · HOW DO THESE METHODS SUPPORT THE HEALING PROCESS
MATERIALS: science notebook, Supporting Healing with Different Methods, Peer Feedback Self-Assessment, chart paper, markers, Word Wall

Recall our definition of biological healing. Display slide C. Say, OK, we’ve been able to describe a number of different methods used to support
the healing process. Let’s work together to use what we’ve figured out before to explain how these different methods could support healing. Before that,
let’s make sure we are still on the same page about what it means to heal.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

Can someone remind me what our current definition of healing is? In Lesson 8, we said that healing is when the injured part of the body
has new cells (such as skin, bone, or muscle) to fill the gap that was
there before.

In Lesson 1, we said healing is the process that happens when your
body is trying to put itself back together. That process may require
assistance from medicine or technology.

What do you think is happening inside the body during healing? The body systems, including the nerves and the blood, work together
to make new skin cells to fill the gap in the skin, bone cells to fill the
gap in the bone, and muscle cells to fill the gap in the muscle. Once
these gaps are filled the tissue is healed.

We know that for the cells to grow and split to fill the gap, they take in
what they need to get bigger before splitting.

Say, Okay, let’s remember our definition of healing as we try and figure out how each method supports healing inside the body. We can split up into
groups based on the broader categories we developed.

Create infographics or presentations to explain how different methods support healing. Assign students into groups of four based
on the category of their healing support they chose, such as stabilizers, cleaners, swelling reducers, or temporary helpers. Each group

will work together to figure out how the healing methods in their category help to support the body in our definition of healing.

Distribute Supporting Healing with Different Methods to each group. Give groups 10 minutes to make their infographics/presentations.

Share out infographics and presentations to look for similarities in how various methods support healing. Display slide D. Invite two
students to stay while two students stray. Distribute two copies of the Peer Feedback Self-Assessment to each group, one for the stayers and
one for the strayers. Ask each group to nominate half of their group to spend 6 minutes visiting other groups' infographics/presentations. If
your groups are larger than four students, ask only two students to stray while the rest of the team stays to curate their infographic. Only one
roving pair of students should be visiting any stationary pair of students at a time. In order to facilitate this, you can set a timer for two
minutes and ask all strayers to rotate to another stayer group at the same time when the timer goes off. At each infographic for presentation,
students should use the Peer Feedback Self-Assessment handout to guide their interaction.

Use slide E to provide students with ideas about what to say as they visit each infographic or presentation.

Stayers
We are confident that _________supports healing. Did you also include that in your infographic/presentation?
We are not sure about how _________ supports healing. Do you have any ideas?

Strayers
The part where you said or showed ________ supported healing is not part of our infographic/presentation. Could you tell me
more so that I can bring this idea back to my group?
Your infographic/presentation said or showed ____________. I disagree because ___________. I think you should change
_____________.
I notice that your infographic/presentation seems to be missing _________________.
It would be more complete if you added ____________________.



ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 13.A Communicate scientific and/or technical information in writing and/or through oral
presentations to identify common structures among community healing methods that support the healing
process for cells within systems and subsystems in the body (function).

What to look for/listen for: Look for students to connect what their healing support does to support the cells in
forming new tissue to heal a specific body part.

What to do: If students are struggling to connect how their category of healing support or individual
community healing method helps cells to form a new tissue properly, ask them why someone would use that
particular support. Have students look through their Progress Trackers to revisit what is happening with the cells
as the new tissue forms. Then, ask students how the specific design of their support would help the cells to
form the new tissue. Note that these are in part inferences based on the type of healing support and what
students have figured out about the structure and function of cells and systems.

Review peer feedback. Tell groups to go back to their infographics/presentation notes, and process the feedback that the stayers received
from other groups and ideas that the strayers got from the other models. Display slide F to suggest a structure for reviewing and
incorporating feedback. Explain, We use peer feedback to improve our work, making it more clear, more accurate, and better supported by evidence.
When you receive feedback, you should take these steps:

Strayers should communicate the feedback they received on their model.
Decide if you agree or disagree with the feedback and talk with your group about why you agree or disagree.
Strayers should communicate the new ideas they got from their peers’ models.
Decide if you agree or disagree with these new ideas and talk with your group about why you agree or disagree.
Revise your work to address the feedback and new ideas.

ALTERNATE
ACTIVITY

Students are using feedback to improve their presentation, but they are not producing a product. If you want
students to produce a product from this physical activity, consider using a tool like Flipgrid for students to make
a record of their ideas. This would require having enough devices (computers, tablets, phones) to record and
play the flip grid for each group that chooses to do so.



7 min3 · REVISIT OUR DEFINITION OF HEALING
MATERIALS: science notebook, chart paper, marker

Discuss what we have figured out about how community healing methods support the body systems in healing. Display slide G. Say, There
are a lot of different methods to support the healing process. Each injury is different, and the healing process can look different for each person and
have different results. In Lesson 12, we modeled healing for various related phenomena and in this lesson, we shared about how different
communities support healing with a variety of methods. Let's revisit our definition of healing one more time to capture the patterns we see in all of
these examples.

Discuss the following questions as a class and revise our definition of healing. Say, Let’s start by writing a summary of the healing with a time
before the injury when the body was functioning and then work our way through each step towards healing.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What happens to the body when we get an injury? The injury causes gaps in cells of the body parts, which then cause our
body not to function as it did before.

So I hear you saying that the body gets injured and gaps are created?
What generally happens next in the body?

To heal, the cells fill the gap of the broken tissue.

We sometimes use supports in the healing process, when do we no
longer need to use these supports?

We probably don’t need support when the gaps have been filled in
with new cells which leads to us being able to do similar functions to
where we were before, like walking.

Is that always the case? No, like when the skin heals first in the student but he wasn’t able to
wear his regular shoe yet.

Like when I had knee surgery and my doctor said I was healed and
could walk fine but I still couldn’t run.

Sometimes if an injury damages too much or certain parts of the
body, you can’t heal.

What are medical professionals looking for to determine if healing is
done?

They are looking to see that your cells have come back together
enough that you no longer have a gap or could get further injured.

Can there be remaining effects of an injury even after the medical
professionals say your body’s cells have all repaired the injury? Like
what?

You might have a scar!
You might not be able to do such intense tasks as you did before the
injury.
You might continue to wear something like a back brace or knee brace
to support you.
You might use something like a wheelchair or walker or crutch to help
you move around.



1 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

So I hear you saying that even though the body can do a lot to heal
itself and we can support doing various methods in our community,
that sometimes the function of the injured part doesn’t return to what
it was before the injury? Can someone say more about this?

So your body has healed enough to survive, but you might need
support in doing what you did before the injury or might not be able to
do the task exactly as you did it before.

Sometimes you have a temporary disability and only need the
support from assistive devices for a short time.

Sometimes the disability from the injury is permanent and you use the
assistive devices for the rest of your life to help you achieve similar
goals to before the injury.

Add a revised definition of healing to the Word Wall or What is Healing poster. Work with the class to add to our definitions of healing
based on the conversation we just had. Your additional definition may be something like, “Even if the healed body part does not have exactly
the same function as before, a person can achieve their goals (sometimes in other ways). The cells within body systems can work together to
heal the damaged tissue, which can be supported by additional methods from outside the body.”

See the flowchart below for one way you could update your definition of healing.

4 · NAVIGATION AND SELF-ASSESSMENT
MATERIALS: Lesson 13: Peer Feedback Self-Assessment

Assign self-assessment as home learning. Display slide H. Ask students to use Lesson 13: Peer Feedback Self-Assessment as home
learning to reflect on their use of peer feedback from earlier in the lesson. Alternatively, if there is time, you can do this in class.

Navigation. Say, Wow, together, we have really figured out so much about healing to explain our original phenomenon. Next time, you will get a
chance to work individually to explain a related phenomena to healing.


